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Abstract— Robot-assisted vascular interventional surgery
(VIS) changes the surgeons’ original operation, which affects
their judgment and surgical safety. Therefore, the reliable
safety method for robot-assisted surgery is practically valu-
able. However, the existing active safety methods have two
challenges: the difficulty in setting inserting force thresholds
suitable for the current vascular environment and the response
delay caused by program processing. This article improved a
series elastic actuator (SEA)-based guidewire manipulator with
an adjustable grasping force function. A multifunctional finger
pulp was designed to measure the guidewire inserting force
and perceive the manipulating state between fingers simulta-
neously. Then, an orthogonal force coupling model based on
the mechanical–molecular friction theory was established to
demonstrate the friction mechanism of cylindrical surgical instru-
ments grasped by elastic grasping surfaces. Based on the model,
a passive safety method was proposed to adjust the grasping force
autonomously, which can satisfy the inserting force requirements
of the phase delivery task and control the safety threshold suitable
for the current environment. The evaluation experimental results
demonstrated that the designed robot system could manipulate
the guidewire accurately. Then the friction experiments verified
the designed orthogonal force coupling model. Finally, the in vitro
experiments were performed to demonstrate that the designed
passive safety method can automatically adjust the grasping
force based on the inserting states of the guidewire, reduce
the contact force with the vessels, and ensure surgical safety in
real-time.

Index Terms— Passive safety, PG2, robot-assisted surgery,
safety method, vascular interventional surgery (VIS) robot.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CARDIOVASCULAR and cerebrovascular diseases have
become the first killer affecting human health besides

infectious diseases [1], [2]. Vascular interventional surgery
(VIS) has become the main treatment because of its small
trauma and quick recovery [3], [4]. However, surgeons need
to bear X-ray radiation during the operation, which greatly
affects their health [5]. The leader–follower robot-assisted
surgery solves this problem. Surgeons can remotely control the
follower robot to perform surgery outside the operating room
to avoid radiation damage [6], [7], [8]. In traditional surgery,
to ensure surgical safety, surgeons need to perceive the delivery
state of the guidewire in real-time for decision-making and
operation. Therefore, many studies focus on establishing more
realistic force feedback on the leader side so surgeons can
accurately perceive the operation state remotely [4], [8], [9],
[10], [11]. However, the operating handles of the leader side
are often different from the real surgical devices. It is difficult
for surgeons to accurately and timely judge the operation state
based on the obtained incomplete information. Then it results
in limited improvement in the safety of remote surgery. The
follower side of the VIS robot can accurately collect guidewire
information in real-time, including image, operating position,
force data, and so on [12], [13], [14]. Therefore, the safety
methods based on the above information have become one of
the important research directions to ensure surgical safety, and
substantial achievements have been witnessed [10], [15], [16],
[17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. Yan et al. [15] proposed a multi-
states’ prediction model based on the guidewire inserting force
and position data. Based on the model, the human–machine
trust was evaluated to adjust the leader–follower mapping
ratio online, thereby improving surgical safety and efficiency.
Bao et al. [17] first proposed a multilevel operation strategy
and designed the corresponding level safety interventions
to reduce blood vessel danger. Shi et al. [18] proposed
a haptic catheter operating system with operational force
amplification. To detect the surgical risk, they proposed a
proximal-force-based collision detection algorithm using the
z-scores statistical method. Jin et al. [10], [19] designed a
miniature force sensor placed at the tip of the catheter to
directly measure the contact force between the catheter and
the vessel wall. They proposed an active suppression method
for surgical risk behavior to improve surgical safety. It has
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the potential to predict surgical risk and plan insertion path
based on surgical instrument images. Lyu et al. [20] built a
GCCM-net model to identify collision between the guidewire
tip and the vascular wall and designed a force feedback
method based on the deformation features of the guidewire.
Zhu et al. [21] proposed a multistage framework for guidewire
tip tracking. Furthermore, a guidewire tip fold-back bending
detection method and a bending energy calculation method
were designed for operation safety. However, to the best of
the author’s knowledge, almost all the existing safety methods
for the robot-assisted surgery are active safety methods. Based
on the collected images, force, and position data, they can
judge the inserting states of surgical instruments relying on the
processing of the logical CPU. Then the robot system carries
out the designed interventions to reduce surgical danger.
On one hand, active safety methods will inevitably cause
trigger delays due to factors such as leader–follower commu-
nication, sensors’ communication, motors’ drive, and model
calculations, resulting in untimely safety interventions. On the
other hand, the existing active safety methods are difficult
to apply to the unstructured, complex vascular environment,
and the key parameters need to be set experimentally or
empirically [17]. Therefore, the versatility is limited.

During the insertion of the guidewire, the inserting resis-
tance is mainly caused by piercing the vessel, friction of
the vessel wall, and blood viscosity [14], [22]. During the
operation, the surgeons tentatively insert the guidewire by
controlling the grasping force according to the current vascular
environment and surgical experience. When the inserting force
increases suddenly, the guidewire will slide passively between
the fingers to cutoff excessive inserting force in real-time. The
sliding of the guidewire between the fingers is called “passive
sliding.” The cutoff of excessive inserting force is defined
as passive safety operation because it relies on the passive
friction physical law to realize real-time inserting suspension.
Then the tactile sense of the hand perceives this state, and
after processing by the brain, the surgeon actively reduces the
grasping forces or withdraws the guidewire. It is defined as
an active safety operation. Because the blood vessels in the
human body are tortuous and complicated, and each person’s
vessels are specific, the grasping force that should be used in
the current vascular environment requires surgeons to make
multiple attempts and years of surgical experience [23]. The
real-time performance of the latter will be worse than that of
the former because it requires tactile feedback and processing
by the human brain.

The contributions of this article are as follows.
1) A series elastic actuator (SEA)-based guidewire manipu-

lator is improved to realize remote force–position control
of the guidewire and avoid the X-ray radiation of sur-
geons. And a multifunctional finger pulp mechanism is
designed to measure the inserting force and perceive the
grasping state of the guidewire simultaneously.

2) An orthogonal force coupling model based on the
molecular–mechanical friction theory is designed to
demonstrate the friction mechanism of cylindrical sur-
gical instruments grasped by elastic grasping surfaces.
It proved a relatively stable positive correlation coupling

Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed robot-assisted system for VIS.

relationship between the grasping force and the inserting
force threshold.

3) Imitating the safety operation of surgeons, a passive
safety method is proposed to adjust the grasping force
autonomously, which can satisfy the inserting force
requirements of the phase delivery task and control
the safety threshold suitable for the current environment.
The experimental results demonstrate that the designed
manipulator can grasp, twist, and insert the guidewire
accurately, and the proposed method can effectively sup-
press the dangerous behavior of operators in real-time.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First,
the improved guidewire manipulator is conceived and devel-
oped in Section II. The orthogonal force coupling model is
described in Section III, and Section IV presents the passive
safety operation method. Then, experimental validations and
analyses are carried out in Section V. Finally, discussions are
made in Section VI. Section VII concludes this article.

II. ROBOTIC SYSTEM DEVELOPED

The schematic of the proposed robot-assisted VIS sys-
tem with the passive safety method is shown in Fig. 1.
The leader–follower operating architecture enables surgeons
to avoid X-ray radiation during operations. The developed
guidewire manipulator at the follower side can map the sur-
geons’ operation at the leader side and complete the grasping,
inserting, and twisting of the instruments. To enhance the
safety of remote surgery, a passive safety method is designed
based on the grasping state of the guidewire between the
manipulator’s fingers. Based on the inherent grasping force and
the friction coupling mechanism of the grasped instruments,
the safety threshold of the inserting force is adaptively adjusted
to complete the operation and enhance safety.

The PG2 gripper is a parallel gripper based on two over-
lapped parallelogram mechanisms and an SEA, which can
adjust the grasping force and operate objects between two
fingers [24], [25]. The parallel grippers are suitable for
grasping thinner objects. The gripper has only two actuators,
but it can perform multiple manipulations with the help
of highly overlapping motion spaces. The above features
make the PG2 gripper potentially operate small guidewires
(0.2–0.8-mm diameter) and catheters (1.3–2.3-mm diameter)
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Fig. 2. Guidewire manipulator. (a) Detailed assembly. (b) Mechanism
schematic. (c) Finger pulp mechanism.

Fig. 3. Different operational states of the guidewire manipulator. (a) Opening.
(b) Reaching. (c) Grasping. (d) Retracting. (e) Twisting. (f) Adjusting the
grasping force.

in VIS. However, the previous PG2 gripper has a dead zone in
the motion space under the desired grasping force, making the
effective motion space only half [25]. Therefore, an actuator
is added to decouple the grasping force control from the
twisting.

The improved guidewire manipulator comprises the fore-
finger, thumb, and SEA components, as shown in red, blue,
and orange in Fig. 2, respectively. The forefinger component
and thumb component are designed based on two congruent
parallelogram mechanisms, driven by the Maxon motor-1
(EC-max 16, Maxon, Switzerland) and the Maxon motor-2
(EC-max 16, Maxon, Switzerland), respectively. The two
fingers move in the opposite direction to twist the guidewire,
as shown in Fig. 3(e), and move in the same direction to reach
and retract, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (d). These functions
facilitate the adjustment of guidewire insertion angle and
multidevices’ switching.

As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), the grasping force is
controlled by the SEA, which consists of a spring, a linear
guide, two rack and pinion mechanisms, Encoder-3 (1505,
RoboBrain, China), and the Maxon motor-3 (EC-max 16,
Maxon, Switzerland). The spring compression is measured by
a 15-bit Encoder-3 and converted into force through a rack and
pinion mechanism. The PG2 gripper is installed horizontally
to decouple the gravity of the parts. Therefore, the force
measured by the SEA is equal to the grasping force. The spring
compression is adjusted by the Maxon motor-3 through a rack
and pinion mechanism, thereby a grasping force closed loop
is formed. The opening of the gripper is also driven by the
Maxon motor-3. The grasping force can be calculated by

Fgsp(t) = (θen(t) − θen(0)) · ren · Ks (1)

Fig. 4. Follower side of the VIS system.

where Fgsp(t) represents the grasping force at time t , θen(t)
represents the rotation angle of Encoder-3 at time t , ren
represents the reference circle radius of the gear installed on
encoder-3, and Ks represents the spring coefficient of the SEA.

As shown in Fig. 2(c), the fingers’ pulps are designed
as sliders, which have tracks that fit tangentially with the
bearings on the fingers and can slide freely along the inserting
direction of the guidewire. A limit switch is installed on
the forefinger to perceive the sliding state of the guidewire
between the fingers. When the guidewire slides, the slider of
the forefinger will trigger the limit switch, and then the sliding
signal is obtained. It should be noted that the inserting force
of the guidewire is only provided by the friction between the
thumb and the guidewire because of the free sliding forefinger
pulp. Therefore, an insertion force sensor (SBT630-19.6N,
SIMBATOUCH, China) is embedded in the thumb pulp to
measure the inserting force. Along the direction of the tracks,
one end of the sensor is connected to the finger, and the other
is connected to the slider. The working surface of the two
fingers is silicone (shore hardness: 30 A, thickness: 2 mm).

The follower side of the VIS robot is shown in Fig. 4. It is
mainly composed of a PG2 gripper, a push–pull mechanism,
a catheter, a guidewire, a Y-valve, and an electrical system. The
PG2 is installed on the linear sliding block of the push–pull
mechanism and is firmly connected with a timing belt driven
by a Maxon motor. The motion range of PG2 is kept within a
certain distance from the Y-valve to avoid bending the flexible
guidewire during insertion. The inserting force sensor and the
SEA, respectively, measure the guidewire inserting force and
grasping force.

The two fingers are covered with disposable gloves before
the operation to ensure aseptic operation, as shown in Fig. 4.
The glove is a disposable medical glove made of nitrile
butadiene rubber (NBR) with a thickness of 0.08 mm. Its
cross-sectional circumference is slightly larger than the fin-
gers’ to reduce the impact on the accuracy of the insert-
ing force. Except for standard interventional devices, the
guidewire is only in contact with medical gloves to ensure the
asepsis during robot-assisted surgery. And the complex finger
parts are wrapped in gloves to prevent debris of structural
wear from entering the surgical system. Disposable gloves are
removed after the operation, and it is unnecessary or simple
to disinfect the gripper.
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Fig. 5. Force analysis of elastic contact between the guidewire and silicone
surface. (a) Gripper manipulates the guidewire. (b) Force analysis of the
grasped guidewire. (c) Force analysis of contact elements.

III. ORTHOGONAL FORCE COUPLING MODEL

Based on the Coulomb friction law, the maximum static
friction between two objects is related to the surface friction
coefficient and normal load, which is slightly greater than the
sliding friction force. Objects are not rigid bodies, the contact
area changes with the normal load, and then the maximum
static and sliding friction will change. For PG2 gripper, it is
assumed that the grasping force is coupled with the maximum
inserting force it provides. An orthogonal force friction model
based on the molecular–mechanical friction theory is proposed
to obtain the coupling relationship. The molecular–mechanical
friction theory can be applied to analyze the dry friction of
elastic materials such as silicone rubber [26]. The theory
proved that friction is the sum of resistance generated by
molecular and mechanical actions on the contact area. The
contact friction can be expressed as

F f = αAr + βFN (2)

where F f represents the contact friction, α is a parameter
related to the molecular properties of the surface, β is a
parameter related to the mechanical properties of the surface,
Ar represents the contact area, Ar = Amol + Amech, and FN

represents the external load. Amol represents the contact area
of molecular action, and Amech represents the contact area of
mechanical action.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the guidewire is grasped and inserted,
and it is mainly exerted by PG2 with radial grasping force
and axial inserting force. The rubber glove is very thin, so the
elastic contact model is built between the silicone pad and the
guidewire without considering the glove’s effect. The partially
enlarged axial view of the guidewire is shown in Fig. 5(b).
Since the hardness of the guidewire is much greater than that
of the silicone pad, it is assumed that the former is a rigid body
and the latter is an elastic body. When the grasping force is
applied, the silicone pad will elastically deform and the contact
area will change with the grasping force.

As shown in Fig. 5(c), since the force on the contact
surface changes along the circumference of the guidewire
section, the contact surface is microelemented, that is, the
cylindrical arc surface is differentiated into rectangles with
a large aspect ratio. Each microelement is assumed to be
uniformly distributed, with no deformation at the edges and
a flat contact surface. Based on the molecular–mechanical

friction theory, the actual contact area of two elements in
planar elastic contact can be approximately expressed as

Ari =

(
Aci · γ · F2

Ni

C1 E2 Ra

) 1
3

(3)

where Aci represents the real contact area of two elements,
γ represents the roughness radius, FNi represents the normal
load on elements, E represents the material elastic modulus,
Ra represents the roughness mean square error, and C1 is
a constant. Put (3) into the friction binomial (2) to obtain
the relationship between two elastic contact elements sliding
friction and normal load

F f i = α

(
Aci · γ · F2

Ni

C1 E2 Ra

) 1
3

+ βFNi (4)

where F f i represents the sliding friction between microele-
ments. Then the total sliding friction F f between the guidewire
and the unilateral grasping surface can be expressed as

F f = α ·

(
γ

C1 E2 Ra

) 1
3

·

[
n∑

i=1

(
A

1
3
ci · F

2
3

Ni

)]
+ β ·

n∑
i=1

FNi

(5)

where n represents the total microelements, and Aci , FNi ,
and n are parameters related to the grasping force. Then the
orthogonal force coupling model can be expressed as

F f =

[
α ·

(
γ

C1 E2 Ra

) 1
3

β

]
· P(FN ). (6)

P(FN ) is a vector related to FN and can be expressed as

P(FN ) =

[
y1(FN )

y2(FN )

]
where y1(FN ) =

∑n
i=1 (A(1/3)

ci · F (2/3)

Ni ), y2(FN ) =
∑n

i=1 FNi .
The modeling and simulation of the relationship between

the grasping force and the elastic contact deformation of
the gripper working surface were performed. The rubber-like
nonlinear materials can be approximated by a two-parameter
Mooney–Rivlin model when the compressive strain is
within 30%. The model is established based on phenomenol-
ogy and two assumptions as: 1) the rubber material is isotropic
and has volume incompressibility and 2) Hooke’s law is
followed in the shear deformation, that is, the stress–strain
relationship is linear. The two-parameter Mooney–Rivlin con-
stitutive model of an isotropic incompressible material can be
expressed as

W = C10(I1 − 3) + C01(I2 − 3) (7)

where W represents the strain energy density, C10 and C01
are the Rivlin coefficients, and I1 and I2 are the first and
second stress invariants, respectively. The relationship between
the principal stress ti and the principal elongation ratio λi of
a rubber material is

ti = 2
(

λ2
i
∂W
∂ I1

+
1
λ2

i

∂W
∂ I2

)
+ p (8)
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Fig. 6. Elastic contact model simulation results. (a) State when the silicone
pad is deformed by 0.3 mm. (b) A-direction view in (a). (c) Pressure
distribution in the surface midline at the simulation time of 1.75 s (indenter
displacement: 2.625 mm). (d) Comparison of the simulated pressure distribu-
tion with that obtained by Meijers [27].

where p represents the hydrostatic pressure, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The
three principal stress differences are obtained by subtracting
the principal stresses in each direction from (8)

ti − t j = 2
(
λ2

i − λ2
j

)(∂W
∂ Ii

+ λ2
k
∂W
∂ I j

)
(9)

where i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In the case of uniaxial tension, t2 =

t3 = 0, and λ2
2 = λ2

3 = λ−1
1 . Therefore, the strain–stress rela-

tionship of a uniaxial tensile test specimen can be expressed
as

σ11 = 2
(

λ2
1 −

1
λ1

)(
∂W
∂ I1

+
1
λ1

∂W
∂ I2

)
. (10)

After calculating the partial derivative of (7) and substituting
the results into (10)

σ11 = 2
(

λ2
1 −

1
λ1

)(
C10 +

1
λ1

C01

)
(11)

where σ11 represents the Cauchy stress, σ11 = (F/A0), F rep-
resents the principal stress direction load, and A0 represents
the original cross-sectional area of the specimen. After testing
the sample and fitting (11) by the least-square method, the
two parameters were obtained, that is, C10 = 21 894 Pa and
C01 = 96 474 Pa.

The elastic contact model between the guidewire and the
silicone pad was simulated. The contact state of the two work-
ing surfaces of the gripper was assumed to be the same, and
only the loading position was different. Therefore, to reduce
the number of meshes, only the state of the unilateral contact
surface was simulated and the length of the silicone pad was
reduced to 6 mm, as shown in Fig. 6(a). In the simulation,
the guidewire gradually deforms the silicone pad along the

Fig. 7. Curves of y1 and y2 with the grasping force. (a) Guidewire.
(b) Catheter.

Y -axis direction, the total pressing amount is 0.3 mm, and
the simulation step size is 1.5 × 10−3 mm. Fig. 6(a) shows
the state when the silicone pad is deformed by 0.3 mm. The
pressure distribution in the surface midline at the simulation
time of 1.75 s is shown in Fig. 6(d). The simulated pressure
distribution on the contact surface matches well with that
obtained by Meijers [27] (Pearson correlations = 0.998 and
significant level: 0.05). Based on the midpoint rule, the stress
state near the nodes was replaced by rectangles approximately,
as shown in the histogram in Fig. 6(c). The distance between
each surface mesh nodes of the silicone pad was elongated
in the extrusion, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Then the contact
area between the guidewire and the silicone pad changed. The
elastic surface elongation can be written as

kc =
ct

c0
(12)

where kc represents the elongation of the contact border in
the section, c0 represents the maximum distance of the contact
border, which can be obtained by simulation, ct represents the
length of the contact border at time t , ct = 2rg · arcsin(c0/rg),
and rg represents the radius of the guidewire. Then kc can be
expressed as

kc =

2rg · arcsin
(

c0
2rg

)
c0

. (13)

The elements in P(FN ) can be written as
n∑

i=1

(
Aciσ

2
3

Ni

)
=

n∑
i=1

(
(xi − xi−1) + (xi+1 − xi )

2
dskcσ

2
3

Ni

)
(14)

n∑
i=1

(AciσNi ) =

n∑
i=1

(
(xi − xi−1) + (xi+1 − xi )

2
dskcσNi

)
(15)

where σNi represents the i th node stress in the contact border,
and FNi = AciσNi . xi represents the i th node position,
especially x0 = x1, and xn+1 = xn . ds represents the width
of the silicone pad, and ds = 7.5 mm.

1) Guidewire: Based on the simulation results, the curves of
y1 and y2 with the grasping force were calculated and drawn,
as shown in the black and blue solid lines in Fig. 7(a), respec-
tively. Two elements were obtained by polynomial fitting and
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Fig. 8. Passive safe operation strategy. Where Fgsp(t) represents the grasping force at time t , and 1Fgdt represents the gradient of force adjustment.

written as {
y1 = −0.0009F2

N + 0.0222FN

y2 = 0.3359F2
N + 1.062FN .

(16)

The two fitting curves are shown in red and orange dotted lines
in Fig. 7(a), and their coefficients of determination are R2

1 =

0.999 and R2
2 = 0.9999, respectively. Substituting (16) into (6)

to obtain the guidewire orthogonal force coupling model

F f =
[

agw bgw

][ −0.0009F2
N + 0.0222FN

0.3359F2
N + 1.062 · FN

]
. (17)

For a certain contact model, agw and bgw are constants.
2) Catheter: Similarly, the two elements of the catheter

orthogonal force coupling model can be expressed as{
y3 = −0.0025F2

N + 0.0378FN

y4 = 0.5431F2
N + 1.7672FN .

(18)

The two fitting curves are shown in red and orange dotted
lines in Fig. 7(b), and their coefficients of determination are
R1

2
= 0.999 and R2

2
= 1, respectively. Substituting (18)

into (6) to obtain the catheter orthogonal force coupling model

F f =
[

act bct
][ −0.0025F2

N + 0.0378FN

0.5431F2
N + 1.7672FN

]
(19)

where act and bct are constants.

IV. PASSIVE SAFETY METHOD

Many factors affect the inserting resistance of the guidewire
in blood vessels because there exists considerable variability
among the different blood vessels. It is difficult to model
and predict the resistance [14]. This is one of the unsolved
research problems that hinder even the existing active safety
methods. In operation, surgeons tentatively insert guidewires
at key locations such as vascular branches, tortuous places,
and lesions. The initial grasping force is applied based on the
surgeons’ experience rather than a large grasping force to fix
the guidewire. It indicates that the current maximum inserting
force cannot complete the task if the guidewire passively
slides between the fingers and is not obstructed. Then the
surgeon will slightly increase the grasping force, which will
increase the maximum inserting force threshold, and try again.
The surgeons continuously perceive the minimum grasping
force required by the current vascular environment through the
operation method, which enables safety insertion by avoiding
sudden, unsuitable inserting force. Therefore, a passive safety
method for robot-assisted surgery is designed to imitate the

Fig. 9. Expected effects of the passive safety operation strategy.

tentative guidewire insertion of surgeons’ hands, as shown
in Fig. 8.

Based on the orthogonal force coupling model, we can
control the maximum inserting force by controlling the grasp-
ing force of the gripper. Imitating surgeons’ operation, the
grasping force is initially set to a low level because the
robot does not yet have the surgeons’ experience, and then
tentatively inserts the guidewire. As shown in Fig. 8, the
guidewire inserting states are divided into three types in the
blood vessel: entering the target bifurcation, obstructed, and
entering the nontarget bifurcation. The operators observe and
judge the current state through the real-time images. The three
insertion states include two grasping states, respectively: fixed
and sliding.

1) Guidewire Enters the Target Bifurcation: If the
guidewire slides between the fingers, it is considered that the
inserting force threshold provided by the grasping force is not
enough to complete the current delivery task. So the grasping
force needs to be increased. If the guidewire does not slide,
the inserting state is considered normal and the grasping force
remains.

2) Guidewire Is Obstructed or Enters Nontarget Bifurca-
tion: The guidewire is operated in a nontarget area, regardless
of sliding, the grasping force remains, and the guidewire is
retracted and twisted.

As shown in Fig. 9, the blue dotted line represents the curve
of minimum insertion force with the insertion depth, which has
a certain randomness and is difficult to predict according to the
environment accurately. The designed passive safety method
adjusts the grasping force autonomously by identifying the
sliding state of the guidewire under the I2 state, as shown by
the green arrow and line in Fig. 9. The adjusted grasping force
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Fig. 10. Experimental setups for evaluation. (a) Phantom. (b) Follower side.
(c) Structure of finger pulp. (d) Operator view. (e) Leader-side manipulator.

can not only complete the current delivery task but also cut
off the increase in the inserting force passively in real-time,
avoiding excessive the contact force between the guidewire
and the vessel wall shown by the red dotted lines. Therefore,
the passive safety method solves two difficulties in the existing
active safety methods as follows.

1) The problem of setting insertion force thresholds for
different insertion depths and vessel conditions.

2) The problem of inevitable delay in safety methods
response caused by large amounts of real-time data
collection, processing, and algorithm calculations.

V. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup consists of a follower side and a
leader side, as shown in Fig. 10(a)–(e), respectively. As shown
in Fig. 10(a), the catheter was preinserted into the coronary
artery inlet of the phantom (glass material filled with a liquid
containing biosurfactant). The guidewire passed through the
Y-valve, the catheter, and was grasped, twisted, and inserted
into the coronary artery of the phantom by the gripper.
The phantom was connected to the top of the F/T sensor
(ATI Industrial Automation, USA) so as to measure the force
applied by the guidewire on the vessel wall. It is difficult
to measure the contact force accurately. The whole body
composed of the vessel model and the guidewire inserting
part, which is supported by the force sensor and the inserting
force from the guidewire at the entrance of the phantom,
can be easily measured. The measured force can represent
the contact force during the insertion process of instruments
to an extent [16]. The images of the guidewire were taken
by a camera, processed by binarization, and then transmitted
to the leader side, as shown in Fig. 10(d). The phantom
was divided into three sections according to the reference
path depth: front section, middle section, and rear section.
As shown in Fig. 10(c), a limit switch was installed on the
forefinger pulp to detect the sliding of the guidewire, and the
inserting force sensor was embedded on the thumb pulp to
measure the insertion force. The grasping force was measured

Fig. 11. Performance evaluation of the VIS robot system. (a) Grasping
force accuracy evaluation. (b) Linear motion positioning accuracy evaluation.
Performance evaluation of leader–follower (c) grasping force tracking and
(d) inserting displacement tracking.

by the SEA component and a grasping force closed loop was
established.

The leader-side view is shown in Fig. 10(d), which includes
a static reference path and a live view of the guidewire.
The operator can only see the guidewire outline through
the latter, consistent with the surgeons’ view under X-ray.
The leader manipulator is shown in Fig. 10(e). Encoder-M
(1505, RoboBrain, China) was used to measure the twist
angle of the operator. The delivery displacement was measured
by a magnetic encoder on the brushless motor through the
rack and pinion transmission. The leader-side grasping force
was measured by a clamping force sensor (SBT674-19.6N,
SIMBATOUCH, China). Then, the operation information, col-
lected by the leader side, was transmitted to the follower side
to realize the leader–follower mapping control.

B. Performance Evaluation of the VIS Robot

First, the grasping force control accuracy and the linear
motion positioning accuracy of the guidewire manipulator
were evaluated by repeated experiments.

1) Grasping Force Accuracy Evaluation: The grasping
force of the manipulator was repeatedly controlled six times at
0–2.5 N (gradient: 0.25 N) and collected by the pressure sensor
(SBT674-19.6N, resolution: 20 mN, SIMBATOUCH, China).
The force error and uncertainty are shown in Fig. 11(a). The
mean absolute error (MAE) of the grasping force control
is 16.01 mN, and the root mean square error (RMSE) is
21.6 mN.

2) Linear Motion Positioning Accuracy Evaluation: Repeat
positioning 15 times at 50, 100, 150, and 200 mm in the
motion stroke respectively. The absolute position was col-
lected with a linear scale (JCXE-DK, resolution: 5 µm,
FOIC, China). The positioning error and uncertainty of each
point are shown in Fig. 11(b). The repeated positioning
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accuracy of each point is ±0.117, ±0.136, ±0.188, and
±0.154 mm, respectively. And MAE = 0.0848 mm and
RMSE = 0.1034 mm.

Leader–follower force and position control performance
is important for robot-assisted teleoperation VIS. Due to
the improvement of the mechanism and motion control, the
leader–follower grasping force tracking performance and posi-
tion tracking performance were reevaluated.

3) Performance Evaluation of Leader–Follower Grasping
Force Tracking: In the previous experiment, the SEA com-
ponent was calibrated [24], and the spring coefficient of
the SEA is 1.122 N/mm. In the evaluation experiment, the
operator randomly applied the grasping force on the leader
side. The tracking curves of the leader–follower grasping force
are shown in Fig. 11(c). After taking the absolute values of the
errors at all times, the average absolute error was 52.72 mN,
and the average relative error was 5.55%.

4) Performance Evaluation of Leader–Follower Inserting
Displacement Tracking: In the evaluation experiment, the
operator randomly pushed and pulled multiple times at the
leader side. The leader–follower inserting displacement track-
ing curves are shown in Fig. 11(d). After taking the absolute
values of the errors at all times, the average absolute error
was 2.12 mm, and the average relative error was 6.42%.
In the previous experiment, the leader–follower average twist-
ing angle tracking accuracy was 0.1784 mm, and the relative
error was 3.04% [24]. The tracking errors pointed out by the
green arrows in Fig. 11(c) and (d) were large because of the
leader–follower response delay and the large operating speed
of the leader side. However, the errors were decreased to a
low level within 0.31 s.

C. Parameters’ Identification of the Orthogonal Force
Coupling Model

In this section, the constants in (17) and (19) were identi-
fied experimentally to prove the stable coupling relationship
between the grasping and the maximum inserting force. The
guidewire was fixed with a Y-valve and grasped by the gripper
in the experiment. Then the gripper was controlled to move at
a constant speed under the target grasping force. The friction
between the guidewire and the thumb finger was measured by
the inserting force sensor, as shown in Fig. 10(b). The target
grasping force was set to 0.05 and 0.1–2.5 N with a gradient
of 0.1 N.

The data of the stable sliding area of the guidewire and
catheter in the experiment under each grasping force are shown
in the box plot of Fig. 12. It can be seen that the grasping
force was positively correlated with the sliding friction. The
average value of the sliding friction force under different
amount of grasping was considered to represent the current
friction force, and the sliding friction curve was shown by the
black line in Fig. 12. Then the parameters in the orthogonal
force coupling model were obtained by least-squares fitting,
as shown in Table I. Where c was the compensation intercept,
which was used to compensate for the step characteristic of
sliding friction when the grasping force was close to 0. The
fitting curves and their uncertainties are shown in the red lines
and dark red lines in Fig. 12, respectively. The maximum

Fig. 12. Relationship between the friction force and the grasping force of
instruments. (a) Guidewire. (b) Catheter.

TABLE I
ORTHOGONAL FORCE COUPLED MODEL FITTING PARAMETERS

FOR CATHETER AND GUIDEWIRE

uncertainty of the guidewire is 5.47 mN and that of the catheter
is 2.08 mN. The coefficients of determination between the
fitting curves and the experimental results were 0.9941 and
0.9965, respectively. Therefore, the designed orthogonal force
coupling model can explain the coupling relationship between
the maximum inserting force and the grasping force. Further-
more, it also proved a relatively stable positive correlation
coupling relationship between the two forces, which was the
key to realize the passive safety method.

D. Evaluation of the Passive Safety Method

In vitro experiments were performed to evaluate the feasibil-
ity of the passive safety method. The operator operated the VIS
robot based on the operator view to insert the guidewire from
the starting point to the target point, as shown in Fig. 10(d).
The guidewire needed to pass by seven bifurcations to reach
the target point. The operator inserted the guidewire tentatively
with as little contact force as possible. The experiment was
divided into an experimental group and a control group. The
former turned on the passive safety method, and the latter
turned it off and only had the position control. The initial
grasping force of the experimental group was 0.25 N, and
the increasing gradient was 0.25 N. The grasping force of the
control group was set at a constant 2 N. Five experiments were
performed, and the results are shown in Table II. The maxi-
mum contact force of the experimental group was obviously
smaller than that of the control group in the front and middle
sections. Compared with the control group, the maximum con-
tact force of the experimental group was reduced by 41.54%
and 40.29% in the front and middle sections, respectively. The
reason is that the control group appeared larger contact force
in the front and middle sections, which were even larger than
that in the deeper rear section. However, the maximum contact
force of the experimental group increased gradually with the
insertion depth and was relatively low. The maximum contact
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Fig. 13. Evaluation results of the passive safety method. (a) Results of the experimental group. (b) Results of the control group. (c) Contact force between
the guidewire and the phantom in the experimental group. (d) Contact force in the control group.

TABLE II
MAXIMUM CONTACT FORCE AT EACH SECTION IN THE

FIVE SETS OF EXPERIMENTS

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE FIFTH GROUP

force of the two groups was basically the same in the rear
section.

The fifth experiment was singled for detailed analysis, and
the experimental results are shown in Fig. 13 and Table III.
As shown by the blue lines in Fig. 13, the experimental group
completed 22 insertion attempts and 17 in the control group.
Among them, the sliding state of the guidewire occurred
15 times in the experimental group, as shown by the orange
line and crosses in Fig. 13(a). Among them, the operator
judged the insertion state: four times in state I, ten times
in state II, and one time in state III. When state I occurred,
it was considered that the maximum inserting force provided
by the current grasping force could not satisfy the task
requirements. Therefore, the grasping force was automatically
increased by 0.25 N in the next attempt to increase the
inserting force threshold, as shown by the purple line in
Fig. 13(a). When states II and III occurred, the grasping

force remained unchanged for the next attempt. The red line
in Fig. 13(a) represented that the inserting force threshold
increased from 0.13 to 0.41 N after four grasping force
adjustments. On one hand, it showed that with the increase in
the insertion depth, the insertion resistance and the required
inserting force increased. On the other hand, it showed that the
designed passive safety method could obtain the required suit-
able inserting force threshold in different vessel environments.
Then the suitable grasping force was controlled autonomously
so that the gripper inserted the guidewire tentatively within the
suitable inserting force threshold. Under the grasping force,
the follower side can not only complete the delivery task in
the current environment but also prevent unsuitable inserting
force surges in real-time. The experimental results of the
control group are shown in Fig. 13(b). Compared with the
experimental group, there were many times of large inserting
forces and contact forces in the front and middle sections of
the phantom. The reason was that obstructions occurred, but
the insertion was not stopped in time.

As shown in Table III, the experimental group inserting
force peaks gradually increased with the inserting depth. The
inserting force peaks were much smaller than those of the
control group in the front and middle sections. It indicated
that the designed passive safety method can effectively reduce
the contact force applied by the guidewire on the phantom
under the premise of satisfying the requirements of the task.
The completion time of the experimental group was 150 s, and
the efficiency was lower than that of the control group whose
completion time was 114 s. The reason was that when the
guidewire slid, the gripper automatically opened and waited
for the operator to judge the state before trying again. It was
also demonstrated by the grasping force curves shown by the
purple lines in Fig. 13. The green arrow in Fig. 13(c) showed
that the contact force was still increasing after the sliding
occurred, but the inserting force did not increase at the cor-
responding position in Fig. 13(a). It indicated that the gripper
failed to open in time. When the forefinger pulp slid to the
limit position, the inserting force of the guidewire was applied
by the two fingers pulps at the same time, which caused
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Fig. 14. Reliability experimental results. (a) Experimental group: the passive
safety method. (b) Control group: the active safety method.

the proximal contact force to increase continuously. This
problem caused by the guidewire sliding signal was repeatedly
triggered due to rapid stepping of the flexible guidewire
in the phantom. This problem can be solved by trigger
debounce.

VI. DISCUSSION

Sections II–V present the structure design, algorithm design,
and experimental validation of the VIS robot system. Before
the end of this article, we think that the following discussions
are necessary to enhance comprehension.

A. On the Reliability of the Passive Safety Method

The experimental group turned on the passive safety method
and set the inserting force threshold to 0.3 N based on the
orthogonal force coupling model. The control group turned on
the active safety method based on the inserting force threshold,
and the threshold was set to 0.3 N. When the inserting force
reached the threshold, the gripper released the guidewire.
In the experiment, the proximal end of the guidewire was
fixed, and the gripper stepped forward rapidly at a speed of
500 mm/s. The inserting force was measured in real-time by
the inserting force sensor, as shown in Fig. 14.

The four experiments of the control group were all greater
than the threshold, with an average absolute error of 0.35 N
and a relative error of 117%. In the experimental group,
the guidewire slid in time near the threshold, the average
absolute error was 0.055 N, and the relative error was 18.3%.
The results demonstrated that the designed algorithm is more
reliable and real-time. The reason for the error in the experi-
mental group is that the actual friction situation is complicated,
and it can only control the approximate range. The reason
for the large error in the control group is that when the
system detected an inserting force greater than 0.3 N, the
gripper did not release the guidewire in time and continued
to inserting it. It resulted in the insertion force increasing
continuously until the gripper released the guidewire after
about 380 ms.

Even if the real-time performance of some robot-assisted
surgical systems satisfies the requirements, predicting and
setting suitable thresholds in the complex vascular environ-
ment remains difficult for the existing active safety methods,
as shown in Table IV. The designed passive safety method
can control the suitable inserting force threshold autonomously

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH EXISTING METHODS

Fig. 15. Experimental results of maximum static friction and sliding friction.
(a) Guidewire. (b) Catheter.

and reliably, which has the potential to improve the safety of
robot-assisted remote surgery.

B. On the Reasons for Using Sliding Friction Instead of
Maximum Static Friction When Modeling

When the guidewire state changes from relatively fixed
to passive sliding between the fingers, the insertion resis-
tance must exceed the maximum static friction. However,
the orthogonal force coupling model is established by the
relationship between the sliding friction and the grasping force.
The reason is that it is difficult to build a model that accurately
explains the maximum static friction due to many influencing
factors. Therefore, based on the third law of Coulomb friction,
we assumed that the maximum static friction is slightly
greater than the sliding friction. The assumption was tested
in the experiments. According to the experimental results in
Section V-C, the friction results of the guidewire and catheter
are shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b), respectively. The first peak of
the inserting force under each grasping force was taken as the
maximum static friction as shown by the red circles in Fig. 15.
The average inserting force in the stable sliding area was taken
as the sliding friction as shown by the blue lines in Fig. 15.
The mean absolute error of the two forces was 23.8 mN
(Pearson correlations = 0.990 and significant level: 0.05) for
the guidewire and 23.5 mN (Pearson correlations = 0.989 and
significant level: 0.05) for the catheter. It can be seen that
the static friction is slightly greater than the sliding friction
at most positions, which was consistent with the assumption.
Furthermore, the proposed orthogonal force coupling model is
not to obtain an accurate functional relationship, but to prove
a relatively stable positive correlation between the two forces,
so the assumption will not affect the outcome of the proposed
methods.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, an SEA-based guidewire manipulator with
adjustable grasping force function was improved, which can
grasp, twist, and insert the guidewire. A two-fingered pulp
component that can measure the inserting force and perceive
the manipulating state of the guidewire simultaneously was
designed. An orthogonal force coupling model based on the
mechanical–molecular friction model was proposed to control
the grasping state of the surgical instruments. The stable
coupling relationship between the grasping force and the
inserting force threshold of the cylindrical surgical instruments
was proved through finite element simulation and experi-
ments. Then, based on the coupling model, a passive safety
method was proposed. By judging the inserting state when
the guidewire slides, the inserting force threshold suitable for
the current environment was adjusted autonomously. Finally,
experiments were performed to validate the performance of the
VIS robot and the effectiveness of the passive safety method.
The experimental results demonstrated that the designed pas-
sive safety method can automatically and reliably adjust the
grasping force according to the inserting state of the guidewire,
effectively reducing the contact force with the vessels and
ensuring the safety of the operation.

However, several limitations existed in this article. First, the
inserting states of the instruments still need to be judged by the
operator, which affects the efficiency of the operation. Second,
the proposed method is not tested in vivo. In the future, more
modalities of surgical information will be considered in the
instrument state prediction. And we will validate the proposed
method through in vivo experiments.
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